
Lubo Introduces Line of  
Economical Sorting Systems for C&D Industry
In response to the needs of the growing C&D recycling market in North America, Lubo has introduced 
a line of economical sorting systems featuring their patented Anti Wrapping (AWS) Screen.

Known for their comprehensive and pioneering line of C&D sorting equipment, including Lubo screens, Wal-air density separators, 
TITECH optical sorters and more, Lubo is now incorporating their highly successful AWS screens into their systems.

The AWS has already proven itself in the MSW/RDF market as a highly effective method of removing the fines that make sorting 
difficult, if not impossible. Through the utilization of the AWS with C&D, Lubo is able to provide economical and expandable solu-
tions to this market as well.

According to Pieter Eenkema van Dijk, President of Lubo, USA LLC, 
“Lubo has always been known for their quality and their ability to 
provide systems that recover high percentages of clean construction 
and demolition materials.  With the addition of the AWS screen, we 
are now able to offer simplified but effective sorting lines for the 
North American market. We are excited and confident that these 
new sort lines will provide U.S. customers with a viable and econom-
ical solution to their C&D sorting requirements.”

For more information on the AWS screen or the new, economical 
sorting systems from Lubo, please call your local sales manager or 
contact us at (203) 967-1100 / info@vdrs.com . Visit our website at vdrs.com.

Lubo, USA, sister company to VAN DYK Recycling Solutions, is the exclusive distributor of Lubo machinery. Lubo is the worldwide 
leader in screening technology and the inventor of the StarScreen®. For the past twenty years they have been a pioneer in the 
design, development, and supply of innovative, reliable, and profitable sorting.
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